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Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence: A Review
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Artificial intelligence (AI) and algorithmic decision making are having a profound impact on our daily lives.
These systems are vastly used in different high-stakes applications like healthcare, business, government,
education, and justice, moving us toward a more algorithmic society. However, despite so many advantages
of these systems, they sometimes directly or indirectly cause harm to the users and society. Therefore, it
has become essential to make these systems safe, reliable, and trustworthy. Several requirements, such as
fairness, explainability, accountability, reliability, and acceptance, have been proposed in this direction to
make these systems trustworthy. This survey analyzes all of these different requirements through the lens
of the literature. It provides an overview of different approaches that can help mitigate AI risks and increase
trust and acceptance of the systems by utilizing the users and society. It also discusses existing strategies for
validating and verifying these systems and the current standardization efforts for trustworthy AI. Finally, we
present a holistic view of the recent advancements in trustworthy AI to help the interested researchers grasp
the crucial facets of the topic efficiently and offer possible future research directions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Artificial intelligence (AI) and algorithmic decision making are transforming our lives. In to-
day’s world, most of our day-to-day tasks are either done or guided by machines or algorithms.
This area of algorithmic decision making is not new. We have been using machines for decision
making for a long time. However, today these systems have become very efficient and complex
because of the availability of vast data, advanced algorithms, and high computing power. It has
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become challenging to interpret the logic of these systems, which sometimes makes it difficult
to assess these systems properly. Because of these systems’ limitations, biases, and ethical issues,
they can become brittle and unfair.These AI systems hugely rely on the data to make decisions.
Sometimes the data on which these systems are trained has errors and biases, making them un-
fair. For example, the CalGang database, a crime dataset used to predict violent crime related to a
gang, is found to be extremely skewed and riddled with errors leading to bias and unfairness [46].
The recidivism algorithm used in U.S. courts to predict the probability of re-offending was biased
against black people [4]. Amazon’s recruitment algorithm was found to be sexist [50]. Besides the
training data, these AI systems also rely on the continuous flow of data, making the privacy and
governance of data critical to protect it from any malicious activities. A famous example is the
Equifax data breach that exposed the personal data of millions of users [15]. The advanced algo-
rithms behind these AI systems have made them complex and uninterpretable, making it hard to
understand the reasoning behind the decisions. This has created a sense of distrust and less accep-
tance of these systems. For example, the adoption of AI-based medical diagnosis support systems
among healthcare professionals is relatively low because of its uninterpretability even though it
can be beneficial in day-to-day clinical practices [62]. Another concern related to these systems is
the responsibility and accountability of the harm caused by them. To answer all of these concerns
and to prevent the harm caused by these systems, several organizations have proposed different
methods and guidelines to make AI safe, reliable, and trustworthy.

Lately, the field of trustworthy AI has been gaining attention from the government and differ-
ent scientific communities. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO), an organiza-
tion that works on technical, industrial, and commercial standardization, has presented different
approaches to establish trust in AI systems using the properties of fairness, transparency, account-
ability, and controllability [92]. The European Union (EU) proposed ethical guidelines for trust-
worthy AI to govern and facilitate the development and working of AI systems [60]. The EU also
passed a law called General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which gives individuals the “right
to explanations” for AI decisions [206]. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
proposed a framework to measure and increase user trust in AI systems [148]. The U.S. Govern-
ment Accountability Office (GAO) published a framework for the accountability and responsible
use of AI [149]. The Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) [81] also launched a
program known as Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI), whose motive was to make these AI
systems explainable and trustworthy. The involvement of all these significant institutes to make AI
trustworthy shows how vital trustworthiness is for both the success of AI systems and the safety
of users and society. Gartner estimates that 30% of all AI-based digital products will require the
use of a trustworthy AI framework by 2025 [31], and 86% of users will trust and remain loyal to
companies that use ethical AI principles [11]. These examples demonstrate the current necessity
to develop AI systems using a trustworthy framework.

With the growing need for trustworthy AI, many different methods and frameworks have been
proposed recently. Various methods focus on different stages of the AI lifecycle to make AI systems
reliable and trustworthy. Some approaches focus on the design phase of the AI systems, which
helps lay out the trustworthy requirements and expectations for AI systems. Some methods deal
with the data collection, protection, and pre-processing phase, making data fair, diverse, and secure.
Some approaches focus on the modeling phase of the AI system to provide explainability and
interpretability of the system. Other methods work with the implementation and oversight phase
of the AI system, which utilizes proper auditing and testing techniques to ensure accountability
and reliability. The EU [60] stated the importance of human involvement in making AI trustworthy.
Some researchers also proposed the notion of collaborative intelligence, which uses both humans
and machines for decision making [213]. The common objective of all of these methods is to ensure
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that AI systems behave as intended without causing harm to the users or society, thus leading to
trust in the systems.

Motivated by the recent concerns with AI systems and the need for trustworthy AI, this article
presents an in-depth review of trustworthy AI requirements and associated methods. We offer a
holistic view of the recent advancements in trustworthy AI to help interested researchers grasp
the crucial facets of the topic efficiently and present possible directions for future research. In this
article, we have tried to answer the following research questions:

• R1: What are the requirements to make AI trustworthy?
• R2: What guidelines and policies are required to govern the working of AI systems?
• R3: Why is human involvement significant in this changing era of AI?
• R4: What aspects are essential to make AI decisions acceptable?

In this article, we make three contributions. First, we present a comprehensive background, con-
cepts, and need for a trustworthy AI system. Second, we review and organize the existing methods
and guidelines that make AI systems trustworthy. We have labeled different proposed methods for
trustworthy AI requirements with the level of human involvement needed and where they can be
implemented and reviewed in the AI lifecycle. Last we compare different proposed methods based
on the trustworthy requirements they fulfill. In this article, we also discuss additional verification
and validation techniques to test trustworthy AI systems.

The article is summarized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the foundational con-
cepts related to traditional and trustworthy AI. Section 3 presents a survey of the available methods
and organizes them based on trustworthy requirements. Section 4 focuses on the available verifi-
cation and validation techniques to test trustworthy AI systems. Section 5 highlights the current
challenges and future directions. Finally, Section 6 concludes the article.

2 BACKGROUND AND FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTS

This section presents essential background and foundational concepts. Section 2.1 offers essential
definitions related to trustworthy AI, Section 2.2 describes problems with the traditional AI and
the need for trustworthy AI, Section 2.3 presents requirements of trustworthy AI, and Section 2.4
focuses on the human-centered approach of trustworthy AI.

2.1 Preliminaries and Definitions

Trustworthy AI is not a monolithic concept but a polylithic one [100]. Different terms in this field
have several different interpretations. Therefore, it is imperative to define and explain these terms
before we can use them. This section contains essential definitions of the terms related to the field
of AI:

• Artificial Intelligence: AI is a field that deals with making machines think. Legg and
Hutter [122] define AI as a process of imitating human behavior and decision-making capa-
bilities. So, AI is a way to train machines to perform tasks that require intelligence.
• Black-Box Problem: The black-box problem means that the system is opaque, and it is

difficult to track the structure, internal working, and system implementation [2]. AI systems
are becoming more complicated, making them challenging to understand [37]. This problem
decreases the system’s trustworthiness as it is challenging to provide the reasoning and
explanation for the output.
• Explainable and Interpretable AI: Explainable and interpretable AI deals with

developing explainable and interpretable models. Miller [139] defines explainable AI as
how an explanatory agent provides reasoning for their own or another agent’s decision
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making. Arrieta et al. [5] describe explainable AI as a suite of algorithmic techniques that
generate high-performance explainable models that humans can easily understand and trust.
Researchers often use the terms explainability and interpretability interchangeably [114].
So, in this article, we also use them interchangeably.
• Reliability: Reliability of the system ensures that the system performs as intended—that

is, within specified limits and without any failure, it produces the same outputs for the
same inputs consistently [92].
• Fairness: Fairness of the system ensures that there is an absence of any discrimination

or favoritism toward an individual or a group [136] based on any inherent or acquired
characteristics that are irrelevant in the context of decision making [177].
• Accountability: Accountability refers to the need to explain and justify the actions and

decisions made by the system to different users with whom the system interacts [211].
• Privacy: Privacy makes sure that the sensitive data that is either shared by an individual

or collected by an AI system is protected from any unjustifiable or illegal gathering and use
of data [92].
• Acceptance: Acceptance of an AI system is the user’s willingness to use the system in

service encounters [82].
• Trust: Trust is a complex phenomenon [53]. Different disciplines defined trust differently.

Sociologists view trust as an attribute of human relationships [79] and psychologists con-
sider it as a cognitive attribute [167], whereas economists think it is calculative [212]. An
agreement among these definitions is that trust has something to do with integrity and relia-
bility. Philosophically, the National Institute of Standards and Technology [23] defines trust
as “the confidence one element has in another, that second element will behave as expected.”
• Trustworthy AI: Trustworthy AI is a framework to ensure that a system is worthy of

being trusted based on the evidence concerning its stated requirements. It makes sure that
the users’ and stakeholders’ expectations are met in a verifiable way [92].

2.2 Need for Trustworthy AI

AI systems are rapidly transforming every aspect of life from movie recommendations to diagnos-
ing diseases, assisting customers, and much more [213]. With enormous applications of AI, this
rapid development has also raised many concerns. The late Stephen Hawking once said that “AI
impact can be cataclysmic unless its rapid development is controlled” [193]. AI systems can be dan-
gerous and harmful if strict measures are not followed in designing and overseeing them [131]. In
today’s world, numerous sectors are utilizing AI systems in decision making, but these AI systems
do not always yield good results. Their usefulness comes with a great responsibility of making sure
that they do not cause any harm to humanity. However, sometimes these AI systems failed and
showed dangerous consequences for humans. The COMPAS algorithm used across the nation to
predict the risk of criminal recidivism is found to be biased against black people [4]. A facial recog-
nition software tagged black people with inappropriate labels because of the low quality of sample
data used to train the system [141]. Resume screening used by a major tech company was biased
against women [50]. These examples show how bias can mislead the black-box system and cause
harm or unfairness. These systems have sometimes even caused harm by behaving unreliably. For
example, a self-driving car killed a pedestrian on the road when its algorithm malfunctioned and
did not respond when its sensors detected a pedestrian in the way [115]. Furthermore, the complex-
ity of these systems hinders the understanding of the reasoning behind decisions, hence preventing
them from being used to their full potential. For example, Fan et al. [62] showed how the adoption
of AI-based medical diagnosis support systems among healthcare professionals is relatively low
even though they can be very useful in day-to-day clinical practices. This was found to be due to
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the uninterpretable nature of these systems, hence decreasing their trust and acceptance among
doctors. All of these examples show how important it is to make AI systems safe and trustworthy.

These days, AI systems have achieved enough performance to be used widely in our society.
These technologies are already transforming people’s lives [61]. However, even though these AI
systems have some utility, this does not imply that they are good enough and trustworthy. This in-
formal attitude toward these systems is inappropriate when dealing with high-stakes applications
where one wrong decision can lead to dangerous consequences. These systems can be brittle and
unfair. Marcus and Davis [130] provide an excellent example of facial recognition software that
explains the need for trustworthy AI. If the facial recognition software is used for auto-tagging
people in social media pictures, less reliable software is acceptable. Still, the same tool is unaccept-
able if the police want to use it to find suspects in surveillance photos. This example demonstrates
how people adopt AI systems only when there are no life-critical consequences for them and so-
ciety. To deliver AI benefits to high-stakes applications and increase AI systems’ adoption, we
need an ethical framework to control and govern them. The following section discusses different
requirements needed to make AI systems safe, reliable, and trustworthy.

2.3 Requirements to Make AI Trustworthy

Over the past few years, research institutes, private organizations, and government agencies have
proposed various guidelines and frameworks to make AI trustworthy [60, 68, 69, 154, 198, 224].
However, the sheer volume of these proposed principles has led to confusion and difficulty in
agreeing upon a common set of principles to make AI trustworthy. To avoid inconsistency, some re-
searchers [83, 95] have reviewed and analyzed the proposed principles to assess their convergence
over some set of agreed upon principles. They found there to be an emerging convergence around
the five main principles: transparency/explainability, justice and fairness, non-maleficence/societal
and environmental well-being, responsibility/accountability, and privacy. These principles are
more frequent in the proposals than other principles. Therefore, to abide by this analysis and
to follow one of the first frameworks from a government organization, we have selected the EU
framework [60] of trustworthy AI that has all five of these principles and also focuses on the
human aspect of AI. This framework is described in the following.

The EU [60] presented three guidelines that should be followed while designing and developing
the AI systems to make them trustworthy: lawful, ethical, and robust. Lawful means that the AI
system’s development, deployment, and use should follow all the applicable laws and regulations.
Ethics implies that the AI system should respect the ethical principles and guidelines of humans.
Robust means that the AI system should be technically robust while being ethical and lawful.
These guidelines lay out a general framework that should be followed while developing, deploying,
and using AI systems. To abide by these guidelines and make the AI system trustworthy, four
ethical principles composed of seven essential requirements were proposed by the EU [60], which
are summarized in Figure 1 [102, 117]. The first principle is respect for human control, ensuring
that the AI system should complement humans without replacing them. The second principle is
the prevention of harm, which makes sure that the AI performs as intended and does not cause
any damage to the system or society. The third principle is fairness, which ensures that all social
groups are treated equally without any discrimination. Last, explicability makes sure that the AI
system is transparent and interpretable. The seven requirements for these four ethical principles
are explained next:

• Human agency and oversight: AI systems should complement and empower humans
without replacing them [51]. The autonomy of AI systems should be based on the risk and
impact of incorrect decisions on the users and society at large. This requirement makes sure
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Fig. 1. Trustworthy AI framework [102, 117].

that humans are involved in the decision-making process and that this level of involvement
is based on the risk and the societal and environmental impact factor [183].
• Technical robustness and safety: AI systems should be technically robust and perform

as expected by the users [60]. This means that if something goes wrong, it should recover
from the failure without causing harm to anyone. Furthermore, it should be robust enough
to deal with errors at any step of the AI lifecycle. This requirement also ensures that the AI
system is resilient to outside attacks and the results are reproducible.
• Privacy and data governance: AI systems should protect user data and govern its usage

at every step of its lifecycle. This requirement makes sure that sensitive data shared by the
users and collected by the AI system is protected. Furthermore, an AI system should follow
all the data protection laws and regulations like GDPR [78] for the legitimate use of the data.
• Transparency: The transparency of an AI system refers to the need to explain, interpret,

and reproduce its decisions [54]. It ensures that the different stakeholders using or impacted
by the system clearly understand its performance and limitations [181].
• Diversity, non-discrimination, and fairness: AI systems should treat all sections of

society fairly without discriminating based on factors such as socio-economic determinants.
They should not cause any direct or indirect discrimination to any group of society [67].
This requirement enables the AI system to be available and accessible to all sections of the
society without any discrimination.
• Societal and environmental well-being: AI systems should not cause any harm to

society or the environment during their design, development, and use [60].
• Accountability: AI systems should be able to justify their decisions. This requirement deals

with setting up a proper mechanism to assign responsibilities for all the correct and incorrect
decisions made by the AI system [211]. It also enforces that the system is audited regularly
to prevent any harm caused by it.

This list provides essential requirements for designing trustworthy AI systems. In this article,
we review a total of five requirements and their implementations. Out of five requirements, four
are the EU’s core principles: Fairness, Explainability, Accountability, and Privacy, and based on
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our research, we argue that a new principle is needed in addition: Acceptance—for incorporating
a mechanism to assess AI systems based on the expectations and requirements of the users. Other
trustworthy AI requirements like technical robustness, safety, and non-maleficence are beyond the
scope of this work because we believe that each of these requirements has its own vast literature,
which needs a separate review.

Trustworthy requirements are essential to make AI systems safe and reliable. However, some
researchers [48] have argued that these requirements are inadequate, saying that they are insuf-
ficient to address the justice challenges presented by AI in society, as government and wealthy
organizations can comply with these ethics requirements and still perform inequitable and unjust
practices. To prevent such results, they proposed a human-focused good data approach to guide
and politically approach AI development, implementation, and governance using the four pillars:
Community, Rights, Useability, and Politics. Community involvement ensures the participation of
the individuals and collectives in the decision-making process rather than relying on the entities
in power. The rights pillar is for the AI system to abide by human rights, and its impacts should
be studied. The usability pillar ensures that the access and control of the data are in the hands of
the community to bring value to interpersonal relationships. Last, the politics pillar is to empower
the community to lead to better activism and policy. All of these good data pillars ensure that the
well-being of the people and environment should be at the forefront of trustworthy AI considera-
tions. This proposed framework presents the importance of community and human involvement
to make AI safe and trustworthy.

So, to make AI safe and reliable, both trustworthy requirements and human participation are
essential. To follow this, in this article, we focus both on trustworthy requirements and human
involvement to offer the readers the dimension of collaborative (Human + AI) decision making.
The next section describes how humans can participate in AI decision making and the different
levels of human involvement.

2.4 A Human-Centered Approach to Make AI Trustworthy (Human + AI)

The new era of AI is moving toward collaborative thinking, which is an amalgam of humans’ cog-
nitive ability and machines’ exceptional computing power [51]. This new AI wave ensures that
AI systems are developed to empower human beings without replacing or threatening them. Hu-
mans and machines should work as collaborative partners to achieve a goal. Humans are designing,
training, deploying, and testing these systems using their cognitive abilities. Simultaneously, ma-
chines provide humans exceptional computational power, enabling the processing and analysis of
data in real time [51]. A great example of collaborative human-AI work is the protein-folding AI
AlphaFold, which builds on the work of hundreds of researchers. Using advanced algorithms and
high computational power, AlphaFold is able to predict the structure of proteins [32]. This com-
putational prediction takes a few days rather than the traditional several years of trial and error
when done manually in the lab.

Different researchers have proposed the need to make AI systems user centric. The EU [60] has
proposed human agency and oversight as a primary requirement for making AI trustworthy. Hu-
mans should be present to develop efficient algorithms, set limits for performance, flag and correct
errors raised by the system, override wrong decisions, and improve the performance by giving
continuous feedback. Other researchers [43] proposed a framework of human involvement in the
AI lifecycle, which offers three different levels of human involvement based on the application
requirements and the associated risk. The first level is for high-stakes applications like medical
applications, where AI systems should only be used to assist human decisions. The second level
deals with humans’ medium-level involvement, which applies to applications like resume sorting
and requires immediate implementation of decisions. In these types of applications, human
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Fig. 2. Different levels of human involvement in making AI systems trustworthy.

experts should be able to view and override AI decisions. The third level deals with the low-level
involvement of humans. Human experts can oversee the working of the AI system and interfere if
the system starts misbehaving. Figure 2 summarizes different levels of human involvement based
on the risk associated. Before discussing other human involvement methods, let us first discuss
different types of users or stakeholders involved in the AI lifecycle.

Humans play a crucial role in the success of the AI system. Different users satisfy different pur-
poses in AI systems [5]. Data scientists, researchers, and developers deal with the design, devel-
opment, and continuous improvement of the system by increasing performance, correcting errors,
and adding new functionalities. The second type of humans involved are the users who are directly
or indirectly affected by the decisions of the AI system. These users should be able to understand
the reasoning that led to a particular decision. The third type of users is the domain experts, such
as doctors who use AI systems to assist in their decision making concerning their patients. These
types of users should trust the AI system to be able to use it effectively. The fourth type is the
policymakers and regulatory bodies, ensuring that the AI system complies with ethical and moral
principles through proper auditing and testing. The last type of humans involved is managers and
company board members who oversee AI system development and assess its use and application
in the real world. All of these users are involved at different levels of the AI lifecycle.

To manage the involvement of different users, the EU [60] proposed human participation in
three phases: human-in-the-loop, human-over-the-loop, and human-before-the-loop to make AI
trustworthy:

• Human-before-the-loop deals with the methods that are applied to the design phase of the
lifecycle. In these methods, humans are involved in planning, designing, and creating ex-
pectations and requirements for the AI system. In this phase, stakeholders like developers,
policymakers, domain experts, and users are involved in laying out their expectations and
requirements for the AI system.
• Human-in-the-loop deals with the actual development of the AI system. Humans are in-

volved in data collection, model development, testing, and deployment of the AI system. In
this phase, data scientists and developers are responsible for data collection, pre-processing,
model development, and model evaluation. Policymakers and regulators can be involved
through auditing mechanisms. Finally, domain experts and users are involved in the proper
deployment of the AI system.
• Human-over-the-loop deals with overseeing mechanisms where humans, specifically devel-

opers, develop oversight mechanisms and re-assess the system’s performance. Users or do-
main experts provide feedback and override the decisions when needed. Finally, policymak-
ers make policies to govern the working of AI systems.

To evaluate the system at different levels and achieve controllability, the ISO standard [92] has
proposed integrating various control points into the AI lifecycle. These control points can be used
to assess the effectiveness of different trustworthy requirements at various stages of the AI lifecycle.
To abide by the proposal, we have introduced four control points in the AI lifecycle:
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Fig. 3. Different levels of human involvement and different control points that can be used for better con-

trollability and checking in the development of trustworthy AI.

• Control point 1 checks whether all planning requirements are met. This control point in-
volves human-before-the-loop, where they can assess the expectations and requirements of
the AI system.
• Control point 2 is used to check if proper data collection and processing were done to ensure

that the data is diverse and unbiased. This control point involves human-in-the-loop, where
different stakeholders can evaluate the quantity and quality of data to make it appropriate
for the modeling process.
• Control point 3 is used to ensure that the correct modeling algorithm and objective function

are used. Here, humans are involved in-the-loop in evaluating the model and checking if it
uses appropriate attributes to make decisions.
• Control point 4 checks if proper testing and validation have been done for the AI system.

Different stakeholders are involved over-the-loop at this control point to ensure that the
system is adequately tested and fulfills the application requirements.

These control points are very useful in pinpointing the cause of the error in the system. To
summarize, we have designed Figure 3, which presents the control points and levels of human
involvement that can be used in the AI lifecycle to review the effectiveness of trustworthy AI
methods. Section 3 reviews the methods for trustworthy AI requirements, categorizes them based
on human involvement, and assigns different control points.

3 TRUSTWORTHY AI REQUIREMENTS

This section discusses the need, proposed methods, and technical challenges of five trustworthy
AI requirements: Fairness, Explainability, Accountability, Privacy, and Acceptance.

3.1 Fairness

With the growing impact of AI systems in our daily lives, it becomes essential to ensure that these
systems are fair—that is, free from any bias and discrimination. A system is called fair if it does
not cause discrimination against any individual or group of the society [67]. However, different
examples from the past have shown that these systems can be unfair if not designed, developed,
implemented, and overseen correctly. Furthermore, this principle of fairness should work within
ethical and moral values to ensure that these systems do not cause harm to anyone affected by
them. Various studies have been conducted in this field of fairness, which are reviewed in the
following sections.
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3.1.1 Need of Fairness. Algorithms and AI systems use a vast amount of data and logic to per-
form a task and are made to ease the decision-making process. Still, they can lead to bias and
unfairness if not designed, developed, and implemented correctly. Researchers analyzed these sys-
tems and found some of them to behave unfairly. Some examples include the following. A risk
assessment tool used by the judicial system to predict future criminals was biased against black
people [4]. The hiring algorithm used by a major tech company was found to be biased against
women [20]. Some researchers [42] showed how the predictive analytic tool used to make deci-
sions in child maltreatment screening could be biased against poor individuals or individuals of
a particular race or ethnicity. Before focusing on the bias mitigation measures, there is a need to
understand different causes that can lead to bias and discrimination; these causes are discussed in
the following section.

3.1.2 Types of Bias. To mitigate bias and unfairness in AI systems, it is vital to understand both
the biases and the factors causing them. Biases can be introduced at any step of the AI lifecycle. It
can be presented by the system designers if the development team is not diverse enough, by the
training data or algorithms themselves, and even by the users of the system in the implementation
phase. We have summarized the different reasons for bias into three types:

• Data bias: The first reason for the bias to occur is if the data on which the system is trained is
biased. This happens when the data does not represent a clear picture of reality. This type of
bias is called data bias. It occurs if the training data has representation or societal bias [150].
Representation bias means that the data does not represent all segments of society equally.
Societal bias happens if the data correctly represents the society that is already biased. For
example, the AI system predicts that men are more suitable for engineering jobs than women
because of gender stereotypes in society, reflected in the system’s training data. Data bias
also occurs if the population demographics of the training dataset are entirely different from
the target population on which the system is being implemented [195]. Other reasons for
data bias can be mismatched datasets, unlearned data cases, and manipulated datasets [165].
Therefore, to develop a fair AI system, it is crucial to make the data fair and diverse.
• Model bias: The second reason for the bias to occur is if the algorithm itself introduces it.

Model bias can occur because of a wrong objective function that does not capture the funda-
mental logic for the prediction. For example, Obermeyer et al. [147] showed how the system
designed to predict the need for treatment based on the level of patient illness is found to
be favorably biased toward healthier white patients than sick black patients because the sys-
tem was predicting the need for care based on access to healthcare benefits. This shows how
the wrong choice of predictors and metrics can lead to bias in the system. Another reason
for this type of bias is if one feature is given more priority than other features without any
valid logic by the algorithm [21]. It is imperative to carefully select objective functions and
features that do not cause any discrimination to the users or society.
• Evaluation bias: The third reason for bias is if the wrong evaluation metrics were used to eval-

uate the model. This type of bias is called evaluation bias. Buolamwini and Gebru [30] show
how popular facial recognition systems are biased against dark-skinned females because of
the unsuitable evaluation metrics used to test and validate the system. Another reason can
be biased users, which affect the system through feedback loops if the users’ responses are
partial toward any particular item due to societal stereotypes or peer pressure [136]. There-
fore, it is crucial to carefully select evaluation metrics that can detect different types of bias
in the system.

3.1.3 Types of Fairness. With the increasing need for algorithmic fairness, different re-
searchers have proposed definitions of fairness. However, there is no clear consensus on one
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single definition of fairness applied to every case. The definition of fairness is context depen-
dent, varying from application to application. Suggested definitions for fairness fall under two
categories: individual fairness and group fairness. Individual fairness ensures that similar types
of individuals get similar predictions [57]. Fairness definitions like fairness through awareness
[57], fairness through unawareness [72], and counterfactual fairness [118] deal with individual
fairness. Group fairness makes sure that all groups of the society are treated equally without
any discrimination [176]. Demographic parity [118], Equalized odds [7], Equal opportunity [86],
and Conditional statistical parity [44] fairness definitions deal with group fairness. A detailed
discussion and comparison of fairness definitions are presented in other works [136, 205].

3.1.4 Proposed Solutions. To make AI systems fair and unbiased, several methods and tech-
niques are offered. This section describes the proposed methods to make AI systems fair and how
humans are involved in designing, developing, and overseeing these systems. We categorize the
bias mitigation solutions into pre-processing, in-processing, and post-processing models. We also
discuss bias detection methods and fairness toolkits.

Pre-processing models. These methods deal with pre-processing the data to make it free from any
bias and discrimination. These methods ensure that the data does not over-represent or under-
represent any section of the society and that it represents a clear picture of reality. Several pre-
processing methods to remove bias from the data have been proposed in the literature. Brunet
et al. [27] proposed a bias mitigation method for word embedding, which approximates the effect
of removing a small sample of training data based on the bias of the resulting system. This system
is helpful to trace the origin of the bias in the dataset. This method provides individual fairness as
well as group fairness. It can work with multivariate variables. Calmon et al. [33] proposed a proba-
bilistic framework to transform data, which will help prevent discrimination while preserving the
utility of the data. Kamiran and Calders [97] discussed different data sampling and re-weighting
techniques for bias prevention. These techniques reduce bias by trading off accuracy. Ruggieri
[169] proposed a t-closeness technique for discrimination prevention. This technique is helpful to
clean data of historical decisions before using it and provides a formal guarantee about the level of
discrimination present in the dataset. Mehrabi et al. [135] proposed a method to incorporate loosely
connected nodes and communities in small numbers to prevent bias and increase accuracy. This
method helps to include all minority communities into the analysis, hence reducing discrimina-
tion. Luong et al. [128] proposed a technique that assigns discriminated/non-discriminated labels
to the historical decisions made by the system before training the system again for bias detec-
tion and prevention. This method is helpful to detect and prevent bias from existing AI systems.
Feldman et al. [63] proposed a technique of hiding protected attributes from the training dataset
while still preserving the data properties. Samadi et al. [172] suggested a method that modifies
input feature representations of the training data using dimensionality reduction to prevent bias.
Backurs et al. [10] developed a fair clustering method that provides equal distribution of different
groups in clusters to avoid bias. Sablayrolles et al. [170] proposed a technique called radioactive
data labeling, which labels the training dataset images with an identifiable mark to ensure biased
data traceability. This is a valuable method to prevent bias as it checks if the system was trained
on diverse data or not. All of these methods deal with making the training data fair and diverse in
the pre-processing data phase.

In-processing models. These methods prevent and mitigate bias by modifying the decision-
making algorithms. Various in-processing methods have been proposed. Zafar et al. [223] pro-
posed a method to build fair classifiers using decision boundaries, ensuring fairness concerning
one or more sensitive attributes. This method maximizes fairness for given accuracy constraints
and can assure accuracy to given fairness constraints. Berk et al. [16] proposed a method to make
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regression algorithms fair by applying and weighting a regularizer to the standard loss function.
This method provides both individual and group fairness and can calculate a numerical value for
the effect of fairness on accuracy. Kamishima et al. [99] add a regularizer to the objective func-
tion to make classification algorithms fair and accurate. This method is also capable of trading-off
fairness with accuracy according to user requirements. Zhang et al. [225] proposed a bias mitiga-
tion method using adversarial learning, which uses the concept of maximizing predictor accuracy
while minimizing the ability to predict protected attributes. This method is helpful for both classi-
fication and regression tasks. Beaudouin et al. [13] suggest incorporating a bias mitigation process
during the learning phase by introducing a penalty term to achieve a similar false-positive and
false-negative rate. Kamiran et al. [98] offer bias mitigation by minimizing the information gain of
protected attributes. Quadrianto and Sharmanska [156] used the concept of privileged learning—
that is, using protected/sensitive attributes only in the learning phase to mitigate unfairness. This
method can be applied to achieve any fairness. Huang and Vishnoi [91] designed a framework
to make classification algorithms both fair and stable. They used a regularization term, which in-
creases the accuracy while slightly decreasing the fairness. All of these methods provide fairness
during the learning phase of the algorithms.

Post-processing models. These methods deal with mitigating bias by using the output of the pre-
dictors through post-processing. Various post-processing methods have been proposed using the
output of the system to make it fair and unbiased. In the work of Hardt et al. [86], the method
removes bias by adjusting the learned predictor to balance among supervised learning methods.
This method mitigates bias while preserving the privacy of the system. Bolukbasi et al. [21] sug-
gest modifying the unfair word embedding from the learned model to remove bias from the system.
Corbett-Davies et al. [44] proposed applying a single threshold value to remove bias from all of
the groups. Dwork et al. [58] proposed a decoupling technique that uses different classifiers for dif-
ferent groups to mitigate bias. This approach is beneficial if all of the groups are not represented
equally in the data. Menon and Williamson [137] suggest mitigating bias by applying different
threshold values to the objective function of various classes.

Bias detection methods. Some researchers have also presented bias detection methods to test
whether the system is biased. Agarwal et al. [3] proposed a test generation mechanism to detect
bias in the system. It detects all combinations of protected and non-protected attributes that can
lead to discrimination through directed and undirected search. Srivastava and Rossi [187] proposed
a third-party rating mechanism to detect bias using sets of biased and unbiased data. This method
is capable of detecting data and algorithmic bias. Black et al. [19] proposed a fairness testing ap-
proach known as the Flip Test, which tests fairness at the individual level to detect statistical and
casual discrimination.

Fairness toolkits. To ease the process of bias detection and mitigation, researchers have designed
fairness toolkits. Bellamy et al. [14] developed an open source toolkit to use fairness algorithms
in an industrial setting. This toolkit is designed to bring together researchers designing the al-
gorithms and data scientists using them in the field. It contains bias detection, mitigation, and
explanation algorithms that are ready to use interactively. This toolkit is very helpful, as it pro-
vides a platform to experiment and compare different bias detection and mitigation techniques.
Saleiro et al. [171] created an audit toolkit to test modules for other kinds of bias present in popu-
lation subgroups. In this toolkit, bias detection is done before model selection so that if the data is
biased, it can be corrected before training. This toolkit will help data scientists and policymakers
avoid harm by making calculated decisions about the AI models.

Different methods can be used to detect and mitigate bias. However, some researchers have
raised a concern that fairness cannot be achieved until all of the stakeholders are involved in
designing the system. To overcome this issue, several proposed methods incorporate different
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Table 1. Fairness: Summarizes Proposed Methods for Fairness Based on the Type of Bias They Can Prevent

Level of Human Involvement Control Points Bias Type Algorithm Type Reference
Before-the-loop 1 Data/Model Bias Any Predictor [123, 226]

In-the-loop 2 Data Bias Word Embedding [27]
Supervised Learning [33]
Data Pre-Processing [63, 97, 128]

Item-Set Mining [169]
Dimensionality Reduction [172]

Data/Model Bias Community Detection [135]
Data Labeling [170]

In-the-loop 3 Data/Model Bias Classification [13, 91, 99, 223]
Regression [16]

Classification, Regression [225]
Decision Tree [98]

Over-the-loop 4 Data/Model Bias Classification [86]
Word Embedding [21]

Any Predictor [3, 19, 44, 58, 137, 187, 207]

Each method is labeled based on the level of human involvement needed and control points where they can be reviewed
for their effectiveness, as described in Figure 3.

stakeholders to make AI systems fair. Lepri et al. [123] proposed a multidisciplinary team of
scientists, lawmakers, industry practitioners, and end users who work together in designing, de-
veloping, and evaluating AI systems to make them fair and trustworthy. They proposed the vetting
of algorithms through the OPAL (Open Algorithms) project, which provides a technological and
socio-political platform for a multidisciplinary team of experts to make algorithms unbiased and
transparent collaboratively. Some researchers [226] argued that the definition of fairness could
differ between domains involved in decision making. For instance, the definition of fairness for re-
searchers can be different from that of end users or policymakers. To overcome this limitation, they
proposed a common optimization technique for fairness and utility of the algorithm by weighting
and prioritizing the different types of stakeholder fairness and model utility in the design phase
itself. All of these methods aim to make the AI system fair based on the application requirements.

All of these methods to prevent and mitigate bias in the AI systems are summarized in Table 1.
Different bias detection and prevention methods are organized based on the type of bias they
avoid and the level of human involvement needed. We also assigned control points to all of these
methods, which will help evaluate and report the effectiveness of the methods at different levels
in the AI lifecycle. For example, if a fairness method is assigned control point 2, the method is
applied at the data pre-processing phase and evaluated for its effectiveness later. Suppose that
some stakeholders are not satisfied with the method’s performance. In that case, they can make an
informed decision to re-run the same method again or try another method at either the same or
a different control point to reach their target fairness. This evaluation at different control points
will provide developers and policymakers controllability to achieve a fair AI system.

3.1.5 Technical Challenges. Many methods and definitions of fairness have been proposed to
detect and mitigate bias in AI systems. However, selecting a single definition and method to detect
and mitigate all types of bias is not simple. as one definition can forego the other. Feuerriegel
et al. [64] proposed that research is needed for the definition and perception of fairness, which
could depend on the context of AI applications. A particular attribute can be considered sensitive
for some applications and not for others. There is a need for frameworks and policies to define
fairness according to the context of applications clearly. Another challenge in this field is that the
definition of fairness can differ between stakeholders. There is a need for diverse multi-stakeholder
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involvement in making AI fair and trustworthy. Last, more robust testing strategies and policies
are needed to detect and prevent different biases in the system.

3.2 Explainability

Algorithms and AI systems make some of our day-to-day decisions. To trust these decisions, it
becomes essential for different stakeholders involved with these systems to understand the rea-
sons that led to a decision. However, these models have become overly complicated, which makes
explaining them a real issue. Various studies have been conducted in this field of explainability to
make these systems transparent. The following sections discuss the need for explainability, differ-
ent types of explanations, methods of explanation, and evaluation metrics.

3.2.1 Need of Explainability. Explainability is used to communicate the reasoning for the AI
system’s decisions to different stakeholders. There is a need to explain AI systems’ decisions to
increase the user’s trust in the system. If system users clearly understand the reasons that lead
to a particular output and the cases where this system will not work, they tend to trust the deci-
sions more [180]. The explainability of an AI system helps ensure that the decisions made by the
AI system are correct. It also helps the system designers detect unknown vulnerabilities and cor-
rect errors and policymakers to design better laws to govern the system. With audiences having
different levels of expertise, the explanations must be tailored to their expertise and application
requirements [1]. Furthermore, the GDPR act [78] provides users the “right to explanations” for
the output of the AI system. Some of the explanations that different entities seek to understand
the system better are listed next:

• Explanation of how the AI system arrived at a particular decision
• Explanation of the training data on which the results are based
• Explanation of the metrics used to measure the validity or invalidity of the results.

All of these explainability questions will lead to the transparency and interpretability of opaque
AI systems that are hard to interpret and understand. Explainability will help justify the predic-
tions, improve the models, gain new insights, and lead to better governance of the AI system.

3.2.2 Types of Explanations. Different kinds of explanations can be provided based on the kind
of users to whom an explanation is to be given and the application requirements. One way to
distinguish explanations is based on their level of interpretability. Researchers [2] have categorized
them into two types: global and local interpretability. Global interpretability methods deal with
explaining the whole logic and working of AI systems. It provides a global picture of the model and
reasoning for its possible outcomes. It is mainly used for applications that predict global population
trends like climate change [219]. Because of the scale, global interpretability is challenging to
achieve in practice. Local interpretability methods are more widely used and deal with explaining
a particular decision made by the system. This interpretability is instance based and used to provide
explanations of specific decisions made by the model.

Another way to differentiate explanations is based on when they are provided to the stakehold-
ers. Considering this criterion, explanations are divided into two categories [160]: Ex-ante and
Ex-post explanations. Ex-ante explanations are the ones about the use, working, and features of
the AI system that are given to different stakeholders before the actual use. The purpose of Ex-ante
explanations is to establish the initial trust in the system. This explanation assures that the system
is well designed, tested, and validated. Ex-post explanations deal with explaining the features and
circumstances that lead to a particular decision. After getting a decision from the system, these
explanations are given and used to validate the initial trust established by Ex-ante explanations.
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According to ISO [92], both Ex-ante and Ex-post explanations are essential for the transparency
of the AI system.

All of these different explanations have a common goal: to provide interpretability and trans-
parency to opaque AI models, increasing users’ trust. The following section describes different
explainability approaches that have been proposed in the literature.

3.2.3 Proposed Solutions. Different methods have been proposed in the literature to make AI
systems transparent and explainable. In this section, we describe pre-modeling, in-modeling, and
post-modeling explainability methods and categorized them based on their level of involvement
in the AI lifecycle.

Pre-modeling approaches. One way to provide transparency and explainability to the AI system
is by explaining the datasets on which the system is trained. These pre-modeling approaches deal
with exploring and understanding the datasets before developing the model. They provide Ex-ante
explanations to the AI system. Various studies presented approaches to make data explainable.
Some researchers [89, 179, 182] proposed visualization techniques to better understand the data
before using it. These techniques will help the designers and developers of the system better under-
stand the distribution of various attributes in the dataset. Another way to achieve explainable data
is through data standardization. Holland et al. [90] proposed a method of data labeling, in which
data is labeled based on its quantitative and qualitative properties. This method is useful to assess
the fitness of data for the application more quickly. Another similar approach [75] is creating a
data sheet consisting of all information related to the data collection process, dataset features, and
recommended use. These dataset standardization methods like labeling and data sheet creation
will facilitate communication and understanding between different entities using them, providing
transparency and explainability to the AI system.

In-modeling approaches. Another way to provide explainability is by making interpretable mod-
els. These approaches deal with giving explanations for the decisions made by the AI system. In-
modeling approaches work well with less complicated model families like decision trees [153],
linear models [173], and rule-based models [71]. These explainability approaches are model spe-
cific, meaning that they can only be applied to a specific family of models.

One way to provide interpretability is through tree-based ensemble models [40]. These models
utilize the graph structure of trees where internal nodes represent tests on features and leaf nodes
represent class labels. Different paths from the root to leaf nodes represent different interpretable
classification rules. Another way to provide interpretability is through decision/rule sets [120],
which use association rules like an if-then rule [120] or m-of-n rule [142] to generate classification
rules. The main difference between tree-based and rule-based methods is that the tree method pro-
vides graphical interpretability, whereas the rule sets provide textual interpretability. Researchers
have also proposed using linear models [87] to provide interpretability by visualizing the weight
and sign of the features for a given output. This means that if the weight is high and the sign is
positive, it will increase the output of the model. The disadvantage of using these interpretable
models is that they are only usable when the size of the classification rules and the dimensionality
of the features are within a human-understandable range.

Post-modeling approaches. Another way to reach explainability is by building proxy models
on top of black-box/complex models. This type of explainability approach is applied to non-
interpretable AI models. Most of the proposed methods lie in this category. We have categorized
these approaches into four categories: feature importance explainability approaches, example-
based explainability approaches, rule-based explainability approaches, and visualization-based ex-
plainability approaches, which are explained next.
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Feature importance explainability approaches: These methods provide explainability by assign-
ing feature importance values to the input variables. These values reflect which features played a
more critical role in the decision-making process. Various feature importance explanation meth-
ods have been proposed in the literature. Ribeiro et al. [161] proposed an explanation method
called LIME (Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations), which provides local interpretabil-
ity to different classifiers and regressors by highlighting essential features that led to the deci-
sion. Still, it requires the data to be converted into binary form for human interpretability. Other
researchers [196] proposed a similar approach that provides explanations based on the formal
requirements using the Monte Carlo algorithm. This approach helps provide explanations using
simple logical rules. Some other researchers [9] proposed a technique called LRP (Layerwise Rel-
evance Propagation) for image classification algorithms, which includes interpretability by com-
puting every pixel’s contribution to the prediction made by the classifier. This method utilizes
heat maps to visualize the pixel importance. Other researchers [227] proposed a method for vi-
sual explanations using the information encoded in feature vectors. An automated concept-based
explanation (ACE) method to provide human-understandable explanations was developed in the
work of Ghorbani et al. [77]. Fisher et al. [66] suggested the MCR (Model Class Reliance) method
for calculating feature importance to provide interpretability. The SHAP (SHapely Additive exPla-
nations) method [127] provides interpretability by assigning feature scores to each attribute for
different predictions.

Example-based explainability approaches: These methods provide explanations and interpretabil-
ity by creating proxy examples of the model and are based on selecting some instances from the
input dataset and monitoring their corresponding outputs to explain the system. Several example-
based approaches have been proposed in the literature. Kim et al. [109] proposed methods for se-
lecting different types of instances from the data that capture all of its characteristics. To provide
explainability to the system, these instances are then used as sample inputs to build prototypes.
In another work, Kim et al. [108] developed a method called MMD-critic, which uses both proto-
type building and criticism selection to provide human-level interpretability. This method claims
that prototypes are not enough to give interpretability to complex black boxes. As humans learn
by questioning, so they proposed a criticism-based prototype model for better explainability to
humans. Wachter et al. [206] proposed a method for providing counterfactual explanations that
describe only the most essential variable that led to a decision and how a slight change in that
variable can lead to a completely different outcome. This method is based on “what-if” scenarios
and provides local explainability to the models. Mothilal et al. [140] proposed a technique that
generates diverse counterfactual explanations to provide interpretability to the system.

Rule-based explainability approaches: These methods provide explainability by extracting use-
ful information from the model and are usually applied to artificial neural networks, where useful
information is extracted using the hidden layers to provide interpretability. Hailesilassie [84] re-
viewed various rule-extraction techniques to give comprehensibility to artificial neural networks.
These techniques provide a comprehensive description of the knowledge learned in the training
phase using the system’s input and output. Model compression is another way of rule extrac-
tion, where complex/deep networks are compressed into simple/shallow networks to provide in-
terpretability. Other researchers [88, 218] proposed methods for model compression to provide
explainability. Kim et al. [110] proposed a method called TCAV (Testing with Concept Activation
Vectors), which uses the internal state of neural networks to provide interpretability.

Visualization-based explainability approaches: Another method to provide explainability is visu-
alization. These techniques offer explainability by visualizing the internal working of opaque AI
systems. Some of these techniques are proposed in the literature. Casalicchio et al. [36] proposed
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Table 2. Explainability: Summarizes Proposed Methods Based on the Level of Explainability

Provided by Them, and Each Solution Is Labeled with the Level of Human Involvement

and Control Points as Described in Figure 3

Level of Human Involvement Control Points Explanation Method Scope of Explanation Reference
Before-the-loop 1, 2 Data Visualization Global [179, 182]

Data Standardization Global [75, 90]
In-the-loop 3 Interpretable Model Global [40, 87, 120]

Feature Importance Local [161]
Global, Local [9, 66, 77, 93, 127, 227]

Example Based Local [140, 206]
Global, Local [108, 109]

Rule Based Global [88, 218]
Global, Local [110]

Visualization Based Global, Local [36, 209, 228]
Over-the-loop 4 Evaluation Methods Global, Local [103, 162, 203]

a method that explains by visualizing how the change in the feature importance affects the model
performance. Other researchers [228] have proposed visualizing the contribution of the evidence
for the final decision to provide explainability to classifiers. However, these techniques may not
be applied to very complex models because the visual representation of those models can be chal-
lenging to interpret.

All of these methods are used to make AI systems explainable. Table 2 has summarized all of
these methods based on the level of human involvement needed, type of explainability provided
by them, and method of explainability generation. We have also assigned control points, which
will help to evaluate and report the effectiveness of these explainability methods at different levels
of the development and deployment process.

3.2.4 Evaluation of Explanations. As algorithms are getting more involved in our society,
different stakeholders are engaged at different AI lifecycle points. These stakeholders, such
as users, domain experts, policymakers, or people affected by the decisions, require different
levels of explanations. For example, domain experts designing the system require more in-depth
explanations concerning which attributes are leading to a particular decision; policymakers,
however, need explanations about the behavior of the system as a whole to verify if it complies
with the current laws; and a user may only want to know the main reason for a particular decision.
There is no single approach that can be used to satisfy the differing requirements of stakeholders.
Some researchers have organized available explainability approaches based on the stakeholder’s
needs. Arya et al. [6] organized these approaches in a decision tree based on what is explained,
the level of the explanations, and how the explanations are generated. Other researchers proposed
different evaluation metrics that measure the usefulness of the explainability methods based
on the stakeholder needs. ISO [92] proposed multiple measures on which explanations should
be evaluated. They are consistency, continuity, and selectivity. Continuity means that similar
predictions have similar explanations. Consistency means that any change in the importance of
input variables is reflected in the feature score of the explanation method. Last, selectivity means
that the explainable method should select the highest impact feature from the feature space
successfully. Sokol and Flach [186] proposed a fact sheet for systematic evaluation of interpretable
approaches. This fact sheet evaluates explainable models based on their functional, operational,
usability, safety, and validation dimensions. All of these approaches help stakeholders select the
best explainability approach according to their needs.

The goal of explainability is to generate trust and assist in the adoption and acceptance of AI
systems. Explanations are multidimensional, which means that they cannot be attained by a single
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explainability method. Additionally, given the limits to human reasoning based on their expertise
to understand them [206], there is a need to generate human-centric explainability approaches
based on their profiles and need. Ribera and Lapedriza [162] proposed a user-centered approach
that takes into account the quality (correct information), quantity (right amount of abstraction),
and relation (right relevance) according to the user’s needs. Sanneman and Shah [175] proposed
the concept of situation awareness based on perception, comprehension, and projection to achieve
“enough explainability.” They suggested that reaching “enough explainability” means that the sys-
tem should include explanations for its decisions, such as why it behaved in a certain way and how
model changes can affect the outcome. Other researchers [103, 203] proposed explainability accep-
tance metrics that utilize trust mechanisms to measure users’ understanding of the explanations.
All of these approaches help to evaluate explanation methods.

3.2.5 Technical Challenges. Much research has been done on generating explanations but sig-
nificantly less in communicating explanations effectively and evaluating how well different users
understood the explanations. Another concern is that most of the explainability approaches are
used by the designers and developers of the system to debug and oversee them. There is a need to
develop more explainability methods for external users who do not have any expertise to bridge
the gap between transparency and actual implementation [17]. In addition, some organizations are
reluctant to implement explanatory methods because of security and privacy concerns. So, appro-
priate methods and policies should be developed to provide the explainability of AI systems while
preserving the privacy of these systems.

3.3 Accountability

There is a need to monitor the development and operation of AI decision-making algorithms to
ensure that they do not cause any harm. To track them, it is vital to discover who is responsible
for the harm caused by the algorithms because they are just computer programs fed with data that
cannot take responsibility for their decisions. This is where accountability comes into the picture.
Algorithmic accountability includes assessing the algorithms based on various parameters and
assigning responsibilities of harm to different stakeholders involved in developing the algorithms.
Wieringa [211] defines accountability as a networked account where responsibility is distributed
among stakeholders and applied at various stages of the AI lifecycle. Several methods have been
proposed to develop accountability measures for these systems; before discussing those methods,
we first discuss the need for accountability.

3.3.1 Need of Accountability. Because of their use in various high-stake applications, there is
a growing need for accountability measures for algorithmic decision making. It has become es-
sential to govern these algorithmic models’ design, development, and implementation to ensure
they are safe and reliable. In the past, some failures in these systems have led to severe harm and
life-threatening consequences. For example, a Boeing plane crashed because of some significant
glitches in the computer software of the aircraft that claimed the lives of 346 people [47]. Volkswa-
gen’s new electric car software was found to have serious software architecture problems [155].
A face recognition system is biased against females and dark-skinned people [165]. These failures
can be avoided with proper governance of the algorithms and holding people accountable for these
failures, but the central question is who is responsible for these failures. Is it the system developers,
the data collectors who provided biased data, or the domain experts using the system? The answer
to all of these questions is vague until the proper mechanism for assigning responsibilities and
governing the whole AI lifecycle is developed. Research on developing accountability measures is
discussed in the next section.
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3.3.2 Proposed Solutions. Researchers have proposed many different ways to provide account-
ability to an algorithmic decision-making process. The proposals include methods that can be em-
bedded in the design process of algorithms, transparency methods, and strict laws and policies for
better governance of algorithms. This section categorizes these methods into three types: Ex-ante,
In-ante, and Post-ante methods.

Ex-Ante methods. These methods are specified before the actual development of the algorithms
and mainly deal with the algorithms’ planning and design phase, which helps assign responsibil-
ities for the decisions made by the algorithm even before its actual development. They also deal
with clearly describing all users directly or indirectly affected by the system. Several researchers
proposed different methods to answer these specifications of the models effectively. McQuillan
[134] proposed a prioritizing method to assign different priorities to different algorithm values
through discussion between various stakeholders and the public council. This method will help
algorithms resolve conflicting issues through prioritization, which prevents harm and will lead to
better governance and accountability. The one drawback of this type of method is that it is diffi-
cult for people with different interests to agree on a single design. It is also hard to keep track of
stakeholders’ varying opinions and decisions for accountability purposes.

Other researchers [25, 29] have proposed that laying out all the design specifications and clearly
describing what the system is intended to do in different circumstances enforces better governance
and accountability. Broeders et al. [26] proposed a time frame mechanism in the design process
that prevents harm by timely reevaluating the system to ensure it is working as per the prior speci-
fications and guidelines. This timely checking of the system will help governance and increase the
user’s trust in the system. Another critical aspect of the Ex-ante accountability methods is to spec-
ify who will be directly or indirectly affected by the system. This is done using the impact assess-
ment of the model through pre-trials. Different types of impact assessment methods are available
based on the context requirements of the system. Some of the available impact assessments are
Human Rights Impact Assessment (HRIA) [105], Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) [163], Ethical
Impact Assessment (EIA) [214], and Surveillance Impact Assessment (SIA) [215]. These methods
are useful in laying out all the impacts of the AI system to its stakeholders. Kaminski and Malgieri
[96] proposed an accountability and governance method in compliance with the GDPR by using
the multi-layer explanations from the algorithmic impact assessment. They argued that one type of
explanation does not satisfy all stakeholders; multi-layered explanations for assessment are needed
to fulfill and foster individual rights and provide a central framework for systematic governance.
All of these proposed methods deal with clearly defining algorithmic design and implementation
specifications for better governance and accountability.

In-Ante methods. These methods deal with implementing accountability measures in the devel-
opment lifecycle of the AI system itself and ensure that AI systems are developed as specified in
the planning and design phase. These methods govern every step of the development to ensure
that the resulting system will not cause any harm and that it is a fair and accurate system. This
governance at every step of development is essential because once the system is deployed, it be-
comes challenging to track the causes of errors. Crawford [45] claimed that accountability of the
AI system does not depend upon a single element but multiple elements like the choice of data,
algorithms, weighting criteria, and objective functions, among others. So, it becomes imperative
to govern the system ‘end-to-end’. The first step is to ensure that the data used for training is di-
verse and does not have any bias [55, 132, 188]. The second step guarantees that an appropriate
model has been chosen based on the problem requirements [65, 152]. This step deals with making
sure that the model’s accuracy satisfies some threshold for reliable decision making. It also deals
with the careful usage of sensitive attributes and using different interpretability methods to assure
that valuable features are used for the decision-making process [55]. The last step is to ensure that
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Table 3. Accountability: Summarizes Proposed Methods Based on the Level of

Human Involvement, and Each Method Is Labeled with Control Points That Can Be

Used to Review Their Effectiveness in the AI Lifecycle, as Described in Figure 3

Level of Human Involvement Control Points Reference
Before-the-loop 1 [25, 26, 29, 96, 105, 134, 163, 174, 214, 215]

In-the-loop 2 [55, 55, 65, 132, 152, 188]
2, 3 [159, 174]

Over-the-loop 4 [73, 111, 116, 119, 174, 197]
1, 4 [157]

proper testing is done before deploying the system [116]. This step deals with the amount of deci-
sion information and explanations given to different stakeholders [132, 188] and specifying if-else
conditions provides guidelines for how the system should perform and be used [220, 222].

However, other researchers [138] argued that opening the black box and providing total trans-
parency to the public does not ensure accountability. They said that total transparency could lead
to many adverse effects like loss of privacy, loss of trade secrets, and more attacks. There can be
cases where total transparency can lead to less answerability. Because of these side effects, they
proposed that total transparency for accountability should not be provided to the general pub-
lic but only to the oversight agencies the public should trust [52]. Some researchers have also
proposed a systematic framework to govern the development of an AI system. Raji et al. [159]
proposed an internal auditing framework (SMACTR) for algorithms that create audit documents
at every step of the development to keep track of all the decisions and evaluations. This technique
leads to better controllability of the development process.

Post-Ante methods. Post-Ante methods deal with providing accountability measures after the
model is deployed. Kroll et al. [116] proposed a legal framework to ensure that the deployed model
works within the specified boundaries. This method makes use of technical tools to approximate
evidence-based correctness for oversight. Some researchers suggested that collaboration between
researchers, policymakers, and developers through auditing is needed for better accountability.
LaBrie and Steinke [119] proposed an ethical algorithm audit that can be used for external vali-
dation of the system, helping the deployed system to be free from biases and errors and safe to
use. Clavell et al. [73] proposed an algorithmic auditing technique to detect algorithmic bias in
the system. They discussed how auditing techniques would help operationalized bias mitigation
methods and lead to the development of fair algorithms. Sandvig et al. [174] proposed algorithmic
auditing techniques for Internet platforms based on traditional field-based auditing techniques.
They offered five auditing techniques—code audit, noninvasive audit, scraping audit, sock puppet
audit, and collaborative audit to test different features and detect flaws in the algorithm. Another
set of researchers [157] proposed a social contract method to monitor the working of algorithms
based on agreements using society-in-the-loop. This method takes into account stakeholders with
similar or conflicting interests and values to evaluate the system. Tutt [197] proposed a federal
agency for algorithms that approves or disapproves algorithmic systems after performing proper
pre-trials and ensuring that they are safe regarding their potential risks. This agency can also
enforce guidelines for the use of algorithms, hence preventing their misuse.

Table 3 summarizes all of these accountability methods based on their involvement in the AI
lifecycle. Each method is labeled with a control point, identifying the level to be applied and effec-
tively evaluated.

3.3.3 Technical Challenges. Accountability of algorithms is an incremental process [18], requir-
ing proper governance of the AI lifecycle and discussion between different stakeholders [144].
However, answering the question of who is responsible when the system is not working correctly
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is challenging because multiple stakeholders are involved in the development process. Choosing
which stakeholder negligence has led to the error is difficult. This is why proper accountability
measures should be designed based on the application domain, as one policy cannot be applied
to all domains. ISO [92] raised a need for developing context- and application-dependent policies
for better governance. They explained their point using two main applications of AI: medical AI
and AI-based recruiting systems. In medical AI, users of the system, such as doctors, can be held
accountable for the harm caused by the system because they are domain experts in the field. There-
fore, they should only use AI systems to assist their decision making, not for making decisions for
them. Whereas in the recruiting system, we cannot hold system users responsible for the failures,
as they may not know why the application got rejected. So, more research is needed for context-
dependent accountability measures.

3.4 Privacy

AI-based decision-making systems analyze a vast amount of data to make decisions, where accu-
racy and performance depend upon the amount of data used for training. However, the consid-
erable availability and usage of data can also have adverse effects. Private organizations, govern-
ments, or hackers could misuse our data, leading to harmful consequences. For example, a gov-
ernment misused citizens’ personal data leading to inaccurate assessment of debt [24]. In addition,
a social networking company collected and shared the personal information of 50 million users
without their consent, which has been used to manipulate the presidential elections in the United
States [34]. These examples show that it is vital to protect the privacy of the data to both avoid
harmful consequences and increase the users’ trust in the system. If the users know that the AI
system they are using has taken appropriate measures to protect their identity and data, they tend
to trust that system more.

3.4.1 Need for Privacy. With the increased availability of data, data breach incidents have also
increased. Some examples of these breaches are when Equifax data breach exposed the personal
data of millions of users [15] and when hackers gained access to 40 million credit and debit card
details of Target customers [80]. These data breaches have exposed billions of pieces of sensitive
information records and have led to potential abuse of the information. In addition, internal attacks
or targeted attacks can cause data breaches. Such attacks can bring down the deployed system
hence decreasing a user’s trust in the system. Therefore, for trustworthy AI systems, it is crucial
to protect the privacy of the system and the users. There can be different privacy threats to AI
systems during the data collection, pre-processing, modeling, and implementation phases. In the
data collection phase, privacy threats can be due to the data collected and its storage issues. Privacy
can be compromised in the pre-processing and modeling phase if the AI system can re-identify
sensitive information from non-sensitive data [190]. Another threat can be someone learning the
internal functioning of the model by repeatedly querying the model [121]. Therefore, it is essential
to protect the privacy of the data and the model to make AI systems trustworthy.

3.4.2 Proposed Solutions. Different methods have been proposed to ensure privacy. One way to
ensure data privacy is through de-identification techniques that remove personal identifiers and
their associations from the data [74]. These identifiers can be of two types: direct and indirect.
Direct identifiers are the ones that are directly linked to a person’s identity. In contrast, indirect
identifiers can identify people’s identity when linked with other information [74]. In the literature,
various de-identification techniques are presented. Garfinkel [74] proposed data sampling and ag-
gregation techniques for de-identification, where they represented the whole dataset through a
sub-sample or summarized version that avoids releasing the entire dataset. Khalil and Ebner [107]
proposed a masking technique to mask the values of sensitive attributes. These techniques are
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called suppression techniques that increase the data’s privacy but decrease the utility and quality.
Another method proposed by the researchers is de-identification through pseudonymization [189].
This method removes the association between personal identifiers and adds an association be-
tween data subject characteristics and pseudonyms to ensure privacy. Researchers [221] have also
discussed different encryption techniques like format-preserving [59] and order-preserving en-
cryption [106] for de-identification.

Some researchers have proposed federated learning to provide privacy to the user data using
the concept of collaborative learning where the raw data is not shared among the devices; instead,
the model is shared after being trained on local devices [194]. Various federated learning mod-
els have been proposed. McMahan et al. [133] proposed a distributed learning method that uses
data stored on mobile devices to compute a shared learning model, which prevents the need to
centralize data storage providing data privacy as data is distributed over users’ mobile devices. To
preserve user-level differential privacy, Geyer et al. [76] proposed a framework that maintains the
contribution of the user data in distributed learning. These federated learning models still have
the risk of adversaries if the shared parameters have been exploited. To avoid this, Hao et al. [85]
proposed a PEFL (Privacy Enhanced Federated Learning) approach, a non-interactive approach
that can prevent data leaks when different entities interact. A detailed analysis of these methods
is presented in the work of Li et al. [125].

Researchers have also proposed privacy measurement techniques to measure the risk of re-
identification. One such method is the k-anonymity model [191], which deals with releasing data
so that its ability to associate with other attributes using indirect identifiers is limited. This formal
model limits the linkability to 1/k where k is at least the number of records present in the equiv-
alence class for each attribute. However, this method has serious privacy problems [129], as the
dataset released by this method can be easily attacked, and sensitive attributes can be accessed if
background knowledge is available or if the sensitive attribute values lack diversity. To overcome
these issues, L-diversity [129] was proposed, which is a refinement of the k-anonymity method.
L-diversity adds the notion of intra-group diversity to the anonymization process for increased
privacy. Another such formal model is the t-closeness method [124], which deals with datasets
having an uneven or categorical distribution of the attributes. This method extends L-diversity by
taking the distribution of sensitive attribute values into account. Regardless of the effectiveness of
these methods, Rocher et al. [164] show that they can be insufficient. To overcome this, ISO [92]
proposed that the risk of re-identification can only be managed through proper data agreements
between the data-sharing parties.

Another concern about privacy is that once the data has been shared, it is challenging to delete
or forget the data’s online presence. The data used for AI system training cannot be easily removed,
as these models memorize the data. There is a need for a framework that gives users total control-
lability over their data. For this, researchers have proposed an approach called machine unlearning
[35], a system forgetting method that can be used to hide or forget sensitive user data and their
lineages to enforce privacy. It uses the concept of creating and updating model summations to
ignore the data. This type of method will provide users complete controllability over their data.
Bourtoule et al. [22] also proposed an unlearning method called SISA (Shared, Isolated, Sliced, and
Aggregated) training, which can expedite the unlearning process by decreasing the influence of
sensitive data in the training phase, hence making the unlearning process easy and fast.

All of these methods can be used to ensure privacy in the decision-making process. Table 4 sum-
marizes these methods and has categorized them based on their implementation at different AI
lifecycle stages. For example, de-identification techniques are applied at the data pre-processing
phase, and their effectiveness can be evaluated later at control point 2. In contrast, federated learn-
ing techniques are applied in the modeling phase and can be assessed at control point 3. Table 4
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Table 4. Privacy: Summarizes Proposed Methods Based on Different Privacy-Preserving

Approaches, and Each Method Is Labeled with the Level of Human Involvement

and Control Points as Described in Figure 3

Level of Human Involvement Control Points Method Type Reference
Before-the-loop 1 Data Agreements [92]

In-the-loop 2 De-Identification Techniques [59, 74, 106, 107, 189, 221]
3 Federated Learning [76, 85, 133, 194]
3 Machine Unlearning [22, 35]

Over-the-loop 4 Privacy Measurement Models [124, 129, 191]

categorizes the proposed solutions based on their control points to help developers of the system
carefully select the solution based on the requirements.

3.4.3 Technical Challenges. Some researchers proposed de-identification and federated learn-
ing techniques to ensure privacy, whereas others proposed using data agreements to enforce pri-
vacy. All of these methods have their pros and cons and should be implemented based on the
application requirements. The selection of these techniques should be based on the trade-off be-
tween the performance and privacy-preserving overhead [39]. Despite the availability of these
methods, the privacy of AI systems is still a significant challenge. There is a need for privacy laws
that allow AI systems to benefit society and ensure privacy, but providing both at the same time
can sometimes be difficult. To demonstrate this, Rosenquist [166] provided an excellent example.
They stated that AI systems could be beneficial in rescuing exploited children through social media
using facial recognition analysis of all the pictures posted on social media, which is impossible for
humans to accomplish but still against the privacy laws of the individuals. So, there is a need for
clear context-based privacy laws to define allowability and the conditions for that allowance.

3.5 Acceptance of AI

With the increase in the use of AI-based decision-making systems, it becomes essential to make
them reliable and trustworthy. However, several failures in these systems have made them less
reliable, which led to less acceptance and mistrust among the system users. There is a need for
a mechanism that can increase the acceptance and trust for AI-based decision-making systems
by carefully evaluating the system. Different researchers have proposed methods to increase ac-
ceptance and trust. Some researchers [146] presented various factors necessary for building trust,
such as performance, type of task, application type, human component, and explainability of the
system. Other researchers [49] described the importance of human involvement in increasing con-
fidence in AI systems and making humans liable for their decisions. Another set of researchers
[192] proposed the need for separate governance laws to increase the acceptance of these systems.
All of these different proposals aim to increase the acceptance of AI systems among users through
system evaluation. Some research has been done in this field to develop acceptance mechanisms.
Before discussing the solutions, we will first discuss the need for such mechanisms.

3.5.1 Need for Acceptance of AI. Different users of the AI system can have different expecta-
tions. However, inadequate information and understanding of the system can lead to inflated ex-
pectations. When not fulfilled, these huge expectations can cause less acceptance of the systems.
These bloated expectations can be related to the system’s performance, usability, reliability, and
fairness, among others. Some studies [151] show that the users of the AI system are still failing to
fully embrace its uses, despite its numerous benefits. They found that the main reason for low ac-
ceptance was people’s mistrust in the system for its lack of empathy and morality. Potential users
wanted mechanisms to evaluate the system based on their trustworthy requirements and ethical
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principles. That is why there is a need for a tool that can be used to assess these AI systems based
on the users’ requirements and expectations.

3.5.2 Proposed Solutions. Not much work has been accomplished in the field of Acceptance of
AI. Different researchers have proposed various methods to increase the acceptance of AI among
users. These methods are briefly described next.

Some researchers have suggested that one way to increase the acceptance of an AI system is
by clearly understanding the expectations of different stakeholders and then designing the system
accordingly. Researchers [113] showed that changing the model’s focus can lead to change in the
user acceptance of the AI system. For example, two users may expect that the system attains at
least 50% accuracy but differ in their expectations of the type of falses—that is, wanting fewer
false positives or false negatives. These different expectations from a diverse group of users will
lead to different acceptance rates. Kocielnik et al. [113] explored various techniques to shape user
expectations and maximize acceptance based on how the AI system is described, how well the user
understands the system, their first impression, and so on. All of these factors play an essential role
because users may perceive information differently, leading to different acceptance levels. The
researchers showed how people accept false positives instead of false negatives for AI scheduling
assistants because of the low recovery cost.

Some researchers have proposed theoretical models to analyze users’ willingness to use AI sys-
tems. Gursoy et al. [82] proposed a theoretical model to study the user’s willingness to use the
AI device in the service delivery context. They said that the user’s acceptance of the AI systems
is based on their performance and effort expectations. Performance expectation is related to the
accuracy and error rate of the model—that is, how much the technology will ease the task. In con-
trast, effort expectations deal with the amount of effort needed to use the system effectively. They
proposed a three-level AI acceptance model. The first level deals with the user’s general evalua-
tion of the AI system. This involves social influence, motivation to use the system, and first-hand
experience of it. The second level deals with calculating performance and effort expectancy from
the attributes of the previous level. The last level is the outcome stage, where acceptance or re-
jection is decided based on previous level performance and effort expectancy. In this model, they
showed how social influence from society and hedonic motivation positively impact performance
expectancy.

Other researchers [204] have proposed a theoretical model called Unified Theory of Acceptance
and Use of Technology (UTAUT 2) that can be used to predict user behavior toward new technol-
ogy/AI systems. They have listed various extrinsic and intrinsic indicators that can influence user
behavior. They showed how users’ age, gender, experience, and habits could also affect the user
acceptance and behavior toward the AI system. Wang et al. [208] proposed a theoretical model
that analyzes the users’ perceived need and affordability of upgrading to an AI system. This model
deals with the willingness of the user to adopt new upgrades/technology. This willingness results
from the trade-off between motivational factors (need, benefit, etc.) and non-motivational factors
(cost, habit change, etc.). This model shows that demand and cost also play a vital role in accepting
the AI system. Sohn and Kwon [184] compared various technology acceptance models that can be
implemented in AI to increase users’ acceptance and satisfaction.

Some researchers proposed that trust plays a significant role in accepting AI systems and is
crucial for relationship building between different entities, whether it is a human-human relation-
ship or a human-machine relationship. Trust building is a slow continuous process and is evidence
based [8]. Different mechanisms have been proposed to calculate trust between various entities.
Ruan et al. [168] proposed a trust mechanism to capture human-machine interactions, which can
be used for trust building between users and AI systems. This mechanism considers history and
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Table 5. Acceptance: Summarizes Different Acceptance

Techniques Based on Their Level of Human Involvement

Needed and Control Points in the AI Lifecycle Where

These Methods Can Be Reviewed for Their

Effectiveness as Described in Figure 3

Level of Human Involvement Control Points Reference
Before-the-loop 1 [82, 113, 208]

Before-the-loop, Over-the-loop 1, 4 [82, 204]
In-the-loop, Over-the-loop 3, 4 [103, 168, 203]

evidence to calculate trust and can help users carefully evaluate the AI systems. If the system has
more frequent positive evidence of correct decision making, its trust will be high compared to the
same type of system with less frequent evidence of proper decision making. This mechanism helps
the users compare different AI systems. Some researchers [199–202] implemented this trust mech-
anism for an AI-based resource allocation system in FEW (Food, Energy, and Water), a high-stakes
application because one wrong decision in resource allocation can drastically affect the lives of
many farmers. Kaur et al. [104] proposed that trust can be context dependent and showed the
potential for cases where algorithms perform better than humans and vice versa. For such cases,
there is a need for human-machine collaboration. Kaur et al. [101] also showed how an AI-based
fake user prediction system could use community knowledge to build trust. Other researchers
[103, 203] proposed a trust-based acceptance metric to calculate the system’s acceptance based on
the explanations provided by it. All of these methods show how trust building through stakeholder
involvement can help increase the acceptance of AI systems and describe the importance of trust
building and acceptance of AI systems. Table 5 summarizes all of these acceptance methods based
on their level of involvement in the AI lifecycle. It categorizes methods based on the control points
to demonstrate different AI lifecycle phases where the method can be implemented and evaluated.

4 VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

The trustworthy AI requirements, which are fairness, explainability, accountability, privacy, and
acceptance, will make the AI systems ethical, increasing the users’ trust in the system. Different
methods have been proposed to satisfy additional trustworthy AI requirements. Some methods
satisfy more than one trustworthy AI requirement. However, it can be challenging to meet all trust-
worthy requirements simultaneously without compromising the system’s performance. There is
a need for a trade-off mechanism that can prioritize different trustworthy requirements and accu-
racy based on the application needs. Some AI applications may require maximizing trustworthy
requirements based on a given accuracy constraint, whereas others can require maximizing ac-
curacy based on the given trustworthy requirements constraint. To ease this process, we have
summarized different proposed solutions based on the trustworthy requirements they satisfy and
their effect on the system’s accuracy. Table 6 contains this comparison of different solutions based
on trustworthy AI requirements. This helps the designers and developers of the system to care-
fully select the appropriate, trustworthy AI solutions based on their needs. It also provides insight
to the researchers in this field about how different methods present in literature satisfy multiple
trustworthy AI requirements and affect the performance of the AI systems.

After carefully designing and developing the AI system, it is crucial to test and validate the
system to satisfy all of the defined trustworthy AI requirements. This plays a vital role in the
trustworthiness of the AI system. Different approaches have been described to verify and validate
AI systems, and applications might have varying needs. In this section, we provide an overview of
these techniques.
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Table 6. Comparison of Different Proposed Methods That Satisfy Various

Trustworthy AI Requirements and How These Methods Affect

the Accuracy of the AI System

Effect on Accuracy Trustworthy Requirements Reference
No effect F, E, A [123, 170]

F, A [22, 171, 226]
F, E [14, 179]
E, A [75, 108, 186, 206]

F, E, A, P, Ac [92]
F, E, A, Ac [134]

F, Ac [26]
A, P, Ac [163, 214]

E, A [55, 132]
A, Ac [25, 29, 105, 113, 157, 159, 168, 197]

F, A, Ac [111, 174]
Ac [204]

Decrease F [10, 27, 33, 38, 97, 128, 172]
F, P [63, 91, 169, 189]
F, A [156]

Increase F [135]
F, P [86]

F, Fairness; E, Explainability; A, Accountability; P, Privacy; Ac, Acceptance.

AI systems contain both deterministic and non-deterministic components. Both components
need to be evaluated for the verification and validation of the system. Deterministic components
are the ones whose behavior is fully known and can be clearly predicted. Therefore, these com-
ponents can be tested using the traditional approaches of software testing. However, for non-
deterministic components, which is the AI component, conventional techniques cannot be used
because there is no clear standard available to specify its requirements, also known as the oracle
problem [92]. The oracle problem is defined as when there is no precise mechanism available to
test whether the system is working correctly, therefore requiring extensive human involvement to
check the output generated by the system [210]. AI and machine learning systems suffer from this
problem, as it is challenging to create an oracle to check the output without human involvement.
For example, in face recognition algorithms, data on which the system is trained and tested is la-
beled by humans, thus limiting the scope of testing as the sample size and diversity of the testing
dataset depends on human efforts [178]. To overcome this issue, different approaches and methods
have been proposed, as discussed next:

• Metamorphic testing: This type of testing is used to avoid the oracle problem. It is based on
the input and output relationship of the system. This method tests the system by testing
the input-output relationship for multiple iterations of the system. This testing approach
is based on a simple principle that if the correct output for the input is not known, we can
test the system based on the outputs of multiple related inputs [41]. Several researchers have
used this technique to test AI systems. Lindvall et al. [126] used it to test the control software
for autonomous drones. Xie et al. [217] have tested different classifiers using this technique.
In these cases, metamorphic testing detected unexpected faults and assumptions in the AI
system.
• Expert panels: Expert panels can be used when traditional testing methods are not possible.

This technique can be helpful when the AI system is built to assist or replace experts [92].
This independent panel of experts is responsible for providing possible diagnoses and rec-
ommendations for the outputs of the AI system [185]. Knauf et al. [112] used this method
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to test a rule-based system where experts are provided with carefully designed test cases,
and the decision made by an expert is compared to those created by both the other experts
and the AI system. The problem with this type of method lies in resolving a disagreement
between experts.
• Benchmarking: Benchmarking is a technique that is used to test, measure, and compare the

performance of the AI system on publicly available carefully designed datasets [92]. Differ-
ent researchers and government agencies are working to create benchmarks for various AI
applications. Jiang et al. [94] developed a benchmark suite HPCAI500 for high-performance
scientific computing (HPC) AI systems. Ngan et al. [145] designed the face recognition ven-
dor test FRVT to compare and assess the performance of automated gender classification
algorithms. These advancements show the importance of creating benchmarks for AI sys-
tems. However, AI systems are diverse, so it is challenging to develop a single benchmark.
To overcome this issue, the TPC (the Transaction Processing Performance Council) formed a
group known as TPC-AI in 2018 to create benchmarks for AI-based workloads [143]. These
benchmarks will help to better test and validate AI systems.
• Field trials: The field trials technique is used to test the performance and durability of the

system in a real operating environment. It is a valuable technique because it shows how the
actual users will interact with the AI system. This testing method is used when the testing
environment is entirely different from the existing environment [92]. Field trials are also an
effective way to check the AI system’s acceptability by real users. Some domains have used
field trials to test the behavior and performance of AI systems under different conditions.
Bundesamt [28] used field trials to test facial recognition systems. The UK is using field trials
to test self-driving cars [70]. These examples show that field trials are a valuable technique
to test AI systems under uncertain real-world conditions.
• Testing in a simulated environment: Testing in a simulated environment is beneficial when

the AI system is designed to perform physical actions in the environment [92]. This type
of testing can be performed on robots and drones with AI systems embedded in them. In
simulated testing, a controlled environment is used to evaluate the system’s performance
under different conditions.
• Comparison to human intelligence: This type of test is used to evaluate AI systems designed

to perform tasks traditionally done by humans or that need human cognitive abilities. Users,
regulators, or policymakers of the AI system typically perform these tests to evaluate perfor-
mance. This type of test is helpful when the decisions made by the AI system are compared
to those of a trained/licensed professional in that field [92]. If the system performs as well
as the trained human professionals, this can create a sense of user trust toward the system.
In these tests, carefully designed data samples are used to compare the decisions of humans
and AI systems.

All of these mechanisms test the AI systems from different aspects and requirements. Many AI
systems are probabilistic, which results in non-reproducibility [92], making it difficult to test every
aspect of these systems using existing practices. So, there is a need to carefully develop standards
for the verification and validation of AI systems.

5 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this review, we have tried to cover a broad spectrum of methods proposed to make AI trustwor-
thy and answer the research questions raised in Section 1:

• R1: The requirements to make AI systems trustworthy are making them lawful, ethical,
and robust. This means that the AI development, deployment, and use should follow all
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applicable laws and regulations; respect and follow the humans’ ethical principles and
guidelines such as fairness, explainability, accountability, privacy, and acceptance; and be
technically robust and reliable.
• R2: To govern the operation of AI systems, some guidelines have been developed [43, 92].

However, there is still an implementation gap between the research and practice. So, there
is a need to establish policies and standards to enforce these guidelines and existing laws
into practice.
• R3: Human involvement is essential in this changing era of AI because this new era is

moving toward collaborative thinking [51], which uses humans’ cognitive ability and
machines’ exceptional computing power to reach the best decision making. AI systems
are being used in various high-stakes applications, where the consequences of failures are
hazardous. So, to make these systems safe, reliable, and trustworthy, humans are needed
to develop efficient algorithms, set limits for performance, flag and correct errors raised by
the system, override wrong decisions, and improve the system’s performance.
• R4: To make AI decisions acceptable and to increase the usability and trust of the system,

users should clearly understand its usability, performance, and limitations. A proper
evaluation mechanism is needed to evaluate the system based on trustworthy requirements
and users’ expectations to prevent any bloated expectations.

The answers to these research questions provide an important stepping stone in the research of
trustworthy AI. However, it is impossible to cover all critical aspects of trustworthy AI. This review
offers an overview of the current stage of research in trustworthy and ethical AI. In the following,
we present some of the future directions and open problems we found in this field of trustworthy
AI:

• As AI is becoming an essential part of today’s digital economy, developing standards and
policies to govern and utilize these systems to their full potential has become crucial. Stan-
dardization of AI will lead to faster technology transfer, interoperability, security, and reli-
ability [216]. Therefore, developing new standards is necessary, but AI systems should also
abide by the existing laws and regulations based on their use cases [92]. Thus, it is imperative
to develop not only AI standards but also policies to enforce the standards.
• AI is being deployed in a various range of applications. To utilize the full potential of AI,

especially in safety-critical applications, there is a need to make these algorithms safe and
trustworthy. The safety and trustworthiness of AI systems mainly depend on their ability
to provide explanations to different stakeholders—designers, developers, users, domain ex-
perts, and policymakers [12]. To satisfy the need of all the stakeholders, there is a need for
multidisciplinary research involving data science, computer science, sociology, economics,
and law to build and implement AI applications. This type of research will bring experience
and expertise from different backgrounds to make AI safe and trustworthy.
• Different stakeholders involved with the AI system can have varying expectations for the

capabilities of the system. These expectations affect their acceptance rate and trust in the
system [158]. To avoid inflated or low expectations, there is a need for an expectation man-
agement framework. Some work has been done in this field that deals with post-development
expectation management, which captures how different factors like information about the
system, reasoning and understanding of the system, and first-hand experience of the system
can affect the system’s acceptance [56, 113]. There is a need for such an expectation man-
agement framework from the start of developing the AI system. This framework can help
clarify the designers’ expectations about what the users expect from the system to design
and develop the system accordingly [92].
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• Some studies [151] have shown that the potential users of the AI system are still failing
to use and accept them, despite their numerous benefits. They found out that it is because
the potential users want some measurement mechanism that can quantitatively evaluate the
trustworthy AI requirements of the system. As a result, some theoretical models [204], trust
models [168], and human involvement methods [51] have been proposed to increase the user
acceptance of these systems. But still, there is a lack of measurement mechanisms that can
test and evaluate the users’ acceptance based on carefully designed testbeds to measure the
effectiveness of trustworthy AI requirements and their effect on the users.

6 CONCLUSION

This review has revolved around trustworthy AI, an important research field in the AI ecosystem.
We have elaborated on this topic by first discussing the need and importance of trust development
in AI systems. We then discussed and reviewed different requirements to make AI trustworthy
and their corresponding proposed methods. Last, we discussed various testing techniques to ver-
ify and validate the AI systems based on trustworthy requirements. This review provides a global
taxonomy of the proposed methods and recent developments in the field of trustworthy AI. In this
review, the proposed methods were classified based on their level of implementation at different
levels of the AI lifecycle to provide a clear picture to the readers. While designing and developing
this review, we tried to focus on the central idea that AI systems are there to empower and com-
plement humans, not to replace them. That is why we also shed some light on how humans can
be involved at different AI lifecycle stages to make the system trustworthy.

In this review, we concluded that the AI systems’ benefits could be impeded if members of the
society do not trust the system to perform as intended and not cause any harm to the users or the
society at large. Trust in the AI system depends on fairness, explainability, accountability, privacy,
and user acceptance. To ensure that these requirements are met, there is a need for proper mecha-
nisms, standards, and legal frameworks to govern the development and working of AI systems. To
summarize in one line—a standardization/legal framework is needed to govern AI systems, which
will increase the users’ trust in the system, leading to greater social acceptance of these systems.
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